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After his big success in Buckingham Palace he is proud of himself but he doesn't acknowledge Eliza's
achievements and what she has learnt.. A similar point is that both belong to the lower class and became more
educated. In the next couple of days Rita comes to Franks office to apologise, this shows the audience that she
still cares about him even though previously she was swallowed up with self pride and arrogance. In contrast,
Higgins sees Eliza just as a piece of his game and treats her as if she's not even there in front of other people.
She describes it as very erotic and makes those tits 4 alert. Rita goes to the Open University and meets her
tutor Frank Like Rita, he was determined to become educated and so he studied for a degree with the Open
University and became an educated writer. Later in his life he returned to college and gets interested in writing
drama. As a result of the Conservative's rise to power, confrontation between the government and the trade
unions lead to strikes and bitter, angry disputes such as the miners strike in to , in which massive numbers of
workers refused to toil any longer The author was born near Liverpool like Rita, left school with one O-Level
in English and became a ladies' hairdresser and ran his own salon. Recognizing the problems, management
provided continuous and visible support for project management, in addition to hiring a project management.
The two girls are direct and unabashed to the people they talk to and they have an enormous temper which is
added to their wild, hysterical and also sensible characters. Frank and Rita's Relationship Essay - Frank and
Rita's Relationship At the start of the play, Frank and Rita can be seen as opposites; Frank is a middle aged
academic, whilst Rita is a young, female hairdresser. D Products sold in such markets are usually highly
standardized. They are both educated by older men who help them to get out of their present situations. A
Buyers are usually not skilled at comparing competitive product offerings. Order now The whole of the play
takes place in just one setting giving the audience a closer and more intimate feel between the two characters
as their relationship develops. Franks character in the play is cynical and bitter. This points out how important
the language a character uses is and that an author can create a defined personality only by the language.
Denny wants Rita to have a baby but Rita is on a pill to stop from having a baby, but Denny does not know
about it, but then finds out later in the play. These new changes in Rita are reflected in her new personality in
Act two as she sees the world through different eyes. Additional information about the characters can be
useful for the reader to discover the characters personality but it is not absolutely necessary to create an
individual character. With all the support and comfort from Frank, Rita has learned to have confidence in
herself again. Consequently Willy Russell wants to give the impression, that Frank is very educated and
belongs to the upper class of the society. The terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center in New York in , the
Phuket Tsunami in and the devastation left behind by Hurricanes Katrina, Rita, and Wilma in have shown how
these impacts can affect the entire world. This is a perfect example for Rita's progress of understanding subtle
differences by the meaning of words and so in language. Both of these information are not absolutely
necessary to receive an impression of the characters personality, but they help to verify the indentation the
reader obtain by observing the language. Rita needs Frank to tutor her and to also support her and give her
guidance. Rita wears different clothing compared to the other students; she smokes and drinks with Frank.
Frank accepts the apology because he obviously still wants to remain friends with Rita or possibly more
because he asks her to come to Australia with him. In this drama the author has successfully managed to create
a clear portrait of the characters only by the language.


